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PREFACE 
The incr,ase of the aged in our population is inevitably foroing us_ 
use the older worker more effectively and to help him prepare more adequatel1 
for retirement. It is the second aspeot, better preparation for retirempnt, 
with which this thesis is ooncerned. 
The writer will briefly explore the problem confronting industry but 
the major theme of the research will be devoted to whet speoific oompanies 
are doing to achieve better adjustment to retirement for their emp1o.yees. 
This survey was confined to a sample of companies in the Chicago 
Metropolitan Area employing over 250 people. A oross-seotion of difterent 
types of industries has been used in th~ hopes of aiseovering variations in 
pre-retirement programs. 
This inquiry prooeeded along the following lines: 
1. A oomprehensive bibliography was compil~ of literature, on related 
stUdies ot retirement and industrial pre-retirement procedures, available 
trom libraries, universities, governm~nt and private organizations. 
2. Questionnaires were sent to 270 industrial firms. Five of these 
questionnaires were compl~ted bw personal interview. 
3. Personal interviews were conducted with direotors and individuall 
administering pre-retirement programs. 
The companies to whom a qllF-stionnaire was sent were selected by the 
following procedure. 
From the "Directory of Large Employers in the Chioago Metropolitan Area, 
1955", compiled by the Industrial Department of The Chicago AssociatioD of 
1 
Commeroe and Industry, 270 companiil>s were seleoted. It includes the Counties 
. 
of Cook, DuPap.e, Kane J Lake and Will in Illinois, and Lake County in Indiana. 
These ?70 eompanies were divided as followsl 
Ninety-five oompanies were seleoted from manufacturers employing over 
1,000 emplO,Y~es, sixty-five from manufacturers employing between 500 and 
1,000 employees, fifty from manufacturers employing between ?50 and ,00 
employees and sixty oompanifs from non-manufacturers employing over '50 
employees. 
The questionnaire was not sufficiently detailpd to obtain oomplete 
information on all the pre-retiremf'nt practices in a oompany, 't>ut only 
sought to obtain inform~ltion on the increase and variations in pre-retirement 
programs. 
Personal interviews were used to secure details of several programs in 
order to show the variety of pre-retirement programs now in existence. 
The writer bas omitted all references to names and organimtions, except 
• 
in so rar as they are already ~lblished and authorization was given. 
The writer is deeply grateful to those individuals and companies who 
contributed so generously of their time and experience in furnishing intor-
mation necessary for the completion of this thesis. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Incre.ping POBUlation g! ~ People 
Is our nation growing old? The 1950 c.nsus shows almost forty-three 
million people over forty-five years of age in our population. By 1975, 
demographers estimate that this number w111 increase to sixty-three mi11ion. l 
About three million persons were aged sixty-five and over in 1900. In 
1950, that group totalled almost twelve and one-half mi11ion.2 Persona 
between forty-five and sixty-four in 1950, numbered n~ar1y ten and one-b~lf 
million an~ in 1950, this age group had increased to thirty and one-halt 
million, about one-fifth of the total popu1ation.3 
In 1953, tne total civilian population in the United States was _pproxi-
mately 156 million; and about thirteen and a quarter million, or 8.5 per cent, 
were sixty-five and over.4 In the Stat. ot Illinois, the total civilian 
population in 1953 was approximately nine million, 835,000 or 9.3 per cent 
of them were sixty-five years and over. 5 
1 ' 
Jacob Tuckman and Irving Large, Retirement and the Industrial Worker, 
Bureau of Pub1ioations, Teachers College, Columbia University, (New 
York, 1953), p.l 
2 See Tabl. 1, p.4 
:3ll2i£, p.4 
4S •• Tabl. II, p.5 
5IbJ4, p.5 
:3 
TABLE I 
POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
1900-1950 6 
4 
AGE 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 ~r cent ~~ . ~ ange -0-1950 
(In Millions) 
Total 76.0 92.0 10S.7 122.8 131.7 150.7 98 
Under 10 18.1 20.4 23.0 24.1 21.3 29.6 64 
10-19 15.7 18.2 20.1 23.6 24.1 ~2.1 41 
20...34 19.5 24.2 26.5 29.9 32.9 35.0 79 
35-44 9.2 11.7 14.2 17.2 18.3 21.2 130 
45-54 6.4 8.4 10.5 13.0 15.5 17.3 170 
55-61. 4.0 5.1 6.5 8.4 10.6 13.2 230 
65 and over 3.1 4.~ 4.9 6.6 9.0 12.3 297 
Data for 1900 to 1930 adjusted to inelude persons of 
u nltnown age. 
Souroe1 U. S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics 
of the United States, 1789-1945 and 1950 census of 
population, preliminary reports, Series r'C-7, No.1 
6 United States Department of Labor and Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Emplo:rmfnt .us E con9l10 Status gf Older !Wl ~ Women, (May, 1954), 
Bulletin No. 1092, p.2 
5 
. 
TABLE II 
. 
ESTlVATfS OF TOTAL CIVILIAN POPUUTION, POPULATION 65 AND ~R 
AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 65 AND OVER, BY STA'l'E, 1953 
POPULA TIOI ~S YEARS AND OVER. 12~l 
STATE TOTAL CIVILIAN PER CENT 
POPULATION NUlBER OF TOTAL RANI 
, POPULATIOI 
-
Alabama 3,074,000. 208,000. 6.8 40 
Arizona 912,000. 51,000. 5.6 47 
Arkansas 1,889,000. 159,000. 8.4' 25 
California 11,770,000. 973,000. 8.3, 27 
Colorado I 1,380,000. 1'6,000. 9.1 21.5 Connecticut 2,153,000. 202,000. 9.4 13.5 
Delaware 354,000. 28,ono. 7.9 30.5 
Florida 3,255,000. 271,OCO. 8.3 71 
Georgia 3,506,000. ?36,000. 6.7 42 
Idaho 598,000. 48,000. 7.9 . 30.5 
Illinois 8,952,000. 835,°00. 9.3 16-.5 
Indiana 4,110,000. 383,000. 9.3 16.5 
lOR 2,603,000. 280,000. 10.8 2 
Kansas 1,962,000. '05,000. 10.4 7.5 
lentu0k7 ',887,000. 239,000. 8.3 27 
Louisiana ',839,000. 193,000. 6.8 40 
Maine 902,000. 94,000. 10.4 7,5 
Maryland 2,464,000. 175,000. 7.1 37 
Massa chus.tta 1~,843,OOO. 513,000. 10.6 4 
Michigan 6,837;000. 523,000. 7.6 32 
.inn~sota 3,049,000. '91,000. '·tS 11.5 
Missis8ippi 2,158,000. 154,000, 7.1 37 
Mi8sour! 4,056,000. 433,000. 10.7 3' 
lontana 609,000. 57,000. 9.4 13.5 
Nebraska 1,341,000. 141,000, 10.5 II: t:. ., .. ~ 
Nevada 199,000. 13,000. 6.4 43.5 
New Hampshire 523,roO. 58,000. 11,1 1 
New Jersey 5,066,000. 445,000. 8.8 '4 
New Mexio. 731,000. 37,000. 5.1 48 
lew York 15,170,000. 1,39',000. 9.' 19.5 
North Carolina. 4,Nfl,000. '44,000. 5.9 45 
North Dakota 620,000. 51;000. 8.2 29 
TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
ESTIMATES OF TarAL CIVILIAN POPULATION, POPULATION 65 AND OVER 
AND PF'RCENTAGE OF TOTAL 65 AND OVER, BY STATE, 1953 
58 
POPULATION _65 YEARS AND OVER. 19'53 
STATE 
Ohi. 
Oklaholl18 
Oregon 
Penn811vani8 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakot8 
Tenne.see 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West VirginiB 
Wisoonsin 
Wyoming 
TOTAL CIVILIAJI 
POPULATION 
8,348,000. 
2,218,000. 
1,597,000, 
10,617,000. 
780.,000. 
2,132~OOO. 
650,000. 
3,307,000. 
8,081,000, 
731,000, 
375,000, 
3,346,000, 
',401,000. 
1,937;000, 
3,515,000. 
·295.000. 
District or Columbia· 800,000. 
Total ),56,039,000. 
NUMBER 
775,000. 
204,000. 
149,000. 
954,000. 
75,000. 
123,000. 
59,000. 
245,000. 
577 ,0CiC.' 
47,000,. 
39,000. 
::>29,000. 
232,000. 
140,000. 
334,000. 
21-,000. 
64,000. 
13,324,000. 
PER CENT 
OF TOTAL RANI 
POPULA TIOI 
9.3 16.5 
9.2 19.5 
9.3 16.5 
9.0 
, 
23 
9.6 10 
5.8 46 
9.1 21.5 
7.4 33 
7.1 37· 
6.4 43.5 
10.5 5.5 
6.8 40 
9.7 34.5 
7.2 9 
·9.5 11,5 
·7.2 34.5 
8.2 •••• 
8.5 •••• 
.... . 
. 11. s. ~,au of Census, gUlreAt Population Reporta, Pow1aM,oQ Source. 
~ stiplat,,; Series p.25, 1o. 106, 1954 
7 The Cou.noil of State Governments, Ill! States JW1 Their Older Citizen., 
(Chicago, 1953), p.ll5 
> 
6 
In 1954,.thc total population in the United Statea aged sixty-five and 
over was estimated to be approximately fourteen million. The projected 
figure shows an increase to sixteen million for lQ60 and for lG?O, to nine-
teen mi11ion.8 Looking again at the State of Illinois, the ~pulation aged 
~ixty-fiv. and over for IQ54 was Al7,009. This tigure projected to 1960, 
will increase to approximately 900,000. and by 1970, it is esttmatpd it 
w1ll climb to more than one million.9 
Other studies have indioated that the rate ot increase of the older 
people is twice that of the total population. It. must also be noted that 
those studies do not take into a~count th€ possibility that medicine lft8y 
greatly cut the death rate of the older p£ople in the later years of lite, 
aa it has sucoeeded in doing in the younger and middle years. 
Thi~ steady increase in the aged also means increased consumption. 
Theretore, this group ot the popuiation will have to be supported by the 
group between twenty-tive and sixty-four yeara at age, since it is this age 
bracket that has the highest rate ot participation in the productive work 
torce. 
In 1950, the United States Bureau ot the Census estimated that the 
population growth among persons fourteen and over duriUF the next generation, 
will bring the amallest relative inor~ase in the age group between twenty-tive 
years ot age and forty-t~ur years of age.10 
S See Table III, p.7 
9.mm 
lOunited States Department ot Labor, Bulletin 10. 1092, p.l) 
--
7 
. TABIE III 
FS'l'IMATES OF STATE POPULATIOB 65 AND O'lER, 1954, AND 
PROJECTIONS F<Il 1960 AND 1970. 
POPUUTICII 65 AND ~ 
STATE 
-
1954 1960 1970 
-
Alabama /29,700 '61,087 3='3,526 
Arizona 54,382 61.,57) 84,905 
Arkansas 169,564 190,7)0 ?3:>,465 
California 1,054,(6) 1,'34,763 1,57.&.,5?1 
Colorado 128,878 144,"'.6 173,900. 
Conn€'cticut 199,585 ?25,094 '73,')64 
Dela'lJare :>9,890 3?,C74 37,828 
Florida '"'89,902 3/3,731 449,9~8 
Georgia :"'50,190 :>80,596 )41,537 
Idaho 49,365 55,)74 67,:>11 
Illinois 847,069 940,639 1,126,977 
Indiana 3Cf7,3'4 1...34,016 5rt7 ,006 
Iowa 295,506 318;229 563,460 
lansas 211,676 2)1,)00 :>68,)82 
Kentueiy 256,838 281,202 327,161 
Louisiana 206,786 234,695 /92,541 
Maine 99,94) 106,799 1'0,0)6 
Maryland 184,6;:>5 20),512 24),510 
Massachusetts 585,315 567-,898 667,360 
Michigan 526,758 592,446 723,':>42 
MinnE-sota 296,388 325,642 382,154 
Mississippi 171,375 190,;19 /28,056 
Missouri 447,056 489,031 570,674 
Montana 57,470 66,471 80,(m~ 
Hfbraska 142,068 155,126 179,87) 
Nevada 12,864 15,172 19,)28 
Hew Hampshire 62,035 66,866 75,939 
If?W ierse'1 450,332 509,157 624,352 
New Mexico 3?,30() 42,8/,4 52,624 
New York 1,L.2),371 1,594,558 1,9)0,659 
North Carolina ;:>59,30;:> '294,054 362,811 
North Dakota 53,178 57,002 65,808 
--
7a 
TABlE III (r.ONT:nroFD) 
tSTIMATES OF STATE POrotATIOI 65 .AJfD OVFR, 1954, JJID 
PROJECTIONS FCR 1960 AND 1970* 
POPULATIOJi 65 .AND OVER 
STATE 
1954 1960 1970 
Ohio 790,481 878,nl 1,047,467 
Oklaho_ 217,1~5 ')42,910 ')91,898 
Ore gOD 15') ,0L,1 173,314 ?13,60'1 
Pennsylvania 988,833 1,096,182 1,.305,539 
Rhoo~ Island 7.3,')76 86,55~ 10'),686 
South Oarolina 13'),435 148,696 18~,387 
Sout.h Dakota 61,091 66,152 77,m8 
Tennessee ')66,499 297,990 361,096 
Texas 595,647 679,345 845,nn 
Utah 48,596 51.,621 66,824 
Vermont 42,406 ~4,576 49,618 
Virginia '43,968 ?74,104 3.33,684 
Washington n),040 ~78;490 .345,575 
West Virginia 157,158 176,078 21.3,6)0 
Wisoonsin .34~ ,432 .377,652 1...4'5,)87 
Wyoming ')0,.378 ').3,77") 29,379 
District of Oolumbia 64.152 7'.168 87.649 
!OrAL 13,853,696 15,~l9,760 18,818,379 
Sourdefor 1954 est1llatesa, U. S. Social Seourity Administration, 
Bureau of PUblic Assistance, "Latest population data used 8S bases for oomput-
ing proportion of population receiving assistance by state, July, 1954," 
proceasedc 
it1'he mEthod of proj€ctlon uSfd for this table consists of a~dlng the 
numerical population change in eaoh state for the decade 1940-50 to the 
1950 population and to the projeeted 1960 population. The major fEt(;t\)i' 
that is not allowed for in this projection is changes in the migration 
between states, which in the case of certain states could be considerable. 
The U. S. Bureau of the Census does not cevelop projections by state and 
age, but thfir projF.ctions, using another method, for total United States 
population qy age in Current Population R.ports, Population Estimates, 
Series P. ?5, 10. 78, August '1, 1953, give the total population sixty-five 
and over in 1960 as 15,701,000 aDd in 1970 .8 18,885,000. 
8 
Compulsory retirell£nt has been advocated because the worker hiaselt 
is anxious to retire so that he _y spend his remaining years enjoying 
himself. Others, opposing fixed retirement, stress that every individual 
is d11'ferent and should be judged accordingly. This argument was ·expr.s~.d 
by the personnel director of one of the large companies surveyed a 
Our experience shows that some employees are old at aF'e f11'ty and 
not able to work up to standard. Others at age sixty.eight or seventy 
are still capable and desirable emplO,1ees to keep on the payroll. 
Because of the fundamental ditferences in people, we have not set 
a hard and fast rule for retirnent at age sixty-five. Bowever, 
pressure is growing on the part of younger employees (and from 
outside) to retire the oldsters at age sixty-five preSUMably because 
it gives the younger emplo.yee better opportunities for advancement. 
Studies have indioated that phsiological rather than chronologioal age 
is a better criteria" the physical and mental ability of employees to 
continue working. In a physioal examination of 1,102 employees aged sixty-
, 
three and sixty·four, the health condition ot 89 per cent was judged by •• 
examining company ph7sician ato be compatible with the present job assign-
ment" .11 at 3,002 medical histories obtained from men of this age, 70 per 
cent stated that they were in as good, or better, health as at age ftfty.12 
In a study conducted in Minneapolis, 168 firms were asked the question, 
It'How many ot your hourly (or salaried) employees who reach the nor_l 
f 
11 
The Councilor State Governments, p.19 
9 
retirement a~e and are still able to handle usual jobs, continue in their 
employment with the firm beyond that age?" Almost three-quarters of the 
firms stated that most or all hourly ~mplO1ees stay on, only half stated 
that most or all salaried employe-es stay on after sixty-five. In this 
same study, ?7 per cent of the firms that had salaried emplO1~es rpach 
sixty-five, reported that all these employees could do their usual job 
at that age.13 
At the first lational Con.fer~nce on retirement held at Arden Bouse, 
Harriman Campus of ColUmbia University, the majority opinion of the 
Conterence was opposed to chronologiDal age theory a8 a sole basis for 
retirement policy. The reasons they gave were as follows: 
1. Both science and ex~rience indicate that the aging process 
and its effects, show such wide variations among individuals 
(as) to destr01 the logic of age as the sole factor i.n determin-
ing whether a person should retire or continue to work. 
2. There is ample evidence that arbitrary retirement results in 
hardship for a substantial number of elderly individuals. 
3. A tlexible retirement policy is consonant with the philosophy 
of aaxfmum utilization ot the country's resources - a philosophy 
which must guide the national policy in the forseeAble future.14 
The minority opinion of this Oonference gave the tollowing reasons. 
1. The worker should have a period of rest at the end of his life 
while he is still physically able to enjoy it and fixed retirement 
age provides the best in~entive to prepare tor satisfactory 
retirement. 
13BarolaDd Fox, R. Lindblom, R. Theodore and C. Harold Stone, After 
6a. 2.S !ha\', Industrial Relations Center, University of Minnesota, 
Personnel Journal (lew York, 1951), Vol. 30, p. 184 
l4Gene .. Mathiasen, Cr1teri! !2t Betirement, (New York, 1953), P.33 
10 
2. A p'lan based on ~hronological ape is simpl~ to acminister and 
until more f"ffective objective critf>ria are df>velopt"d, it i.s 
the only basis for impartial df"dsions abont indiviC<l1al retinment. 
3. For this reason it is +,h€ b~st device now available ~rom the point 
of view of ~mployee relations.15 
The 'bro ~oups did agree, hOllever, that there must be a selective polioy 
that can be expanded in industry which will permit the retention of the 
competent and the retirement of the incompetent and that chronological age 
will inevitably continue to be one factor in consideration of retirf"mf>nt, 
regardless of what other methods are employed. Also, a worker should have 
the right to retire at a given age if he desires to do so. 
c. 11 Flexible Retirement the Apswef 
An alternative to the increasing old age population is the selective 
retirement policy. Seleotion will th~n become a problem of the medical 
departaf"nt whereb.Y at a certain age a physical examination will be adminis-
tered. It must t,e noted that the administration of .the approach will be 
costly and that the physioian will be handicappt"d since he has only been 
trained to estimate the severity of illness, rather than the quality of 
health. It is much easier to tar what a man cannot p€rform than to predict 
what he can perf01'1ll. 
In a pre-conference survey at 8 lationa! Conferenee on Retirement of 
Older Workers, management representatives of twenty-five industri~s were 
askE,d what they thought would be the most difficult problem in selective 
15,mm, p.35 
11 
retirement •• The difficulty of developing a selective criteria was namEd 
by the majority.16 
At this conference, psychological testing and medical examinations 
were discussed as a m(lans of measurement. 10 one, however, thought that 
psychological testsoould be used as the sole teohnique but thpre was 
considerable interest in their potentiality. 
'I"here was' also considerable doubt of the eftectiveness of the medical 
examination as presently administered. The reasons why a few people were 
not willing (for the first time) to accept the result of a msdical eyamina-
tion at retirement age as the sole criteria for determining a man's ability 
to work, were as tollowsa 
1. The requirement ot passing a physical eY&mination in order to 
remain at work tends to give the impression that a man is on 
trial for a job; it sets up a standard he was not asked to meet 
earlier. 
2. More important, a single examination unrelated to past medical 
and work history gives an inadequate picture of a worker's state 
of health and competence. 
3. The real function of a medical examination should be to discover 
information which would help extend a man's work life, not to 
determine whether he should terminate his employment. 17 
The writer round that the consensus of opinions of his interviewees 
favored flexiblE': retirement. However, duE' to the di "ficulty in administering 
a selective plan, chronological age was oonsidered the most suitable method 
at the present time. 
16 
.m,m, p.47 
17 IBID, p.48 
---
Among qther factors that must be considered in the administration of a 
flexible retirement policy, the most important is an administrative machinery, 
acceptable to both management and worker, for deciding when the individual 
should be retired. 
D. Ibt Effects ti: PrObleM g. MiM jU! the lorker 
Retirement from the labor force and the indiYidual firms at age sixty. 
fiYe is on the increase. The proportion ot men sixty-fiye years ot age IIlCl 
oyer who are gaintu111 employed, decreased from 6S per cent in 1890 to 4? 
per cent in 1950. If 1975, if present trends continue, only 35 per cent 
ot older workers (.en) will be gainfully emp1oyed.1S 
In 19?0, approximately 60 per cent of the men and 8 per cent of the 
women sixty-five years and oyer in the country, were gainfully employed. 
In 1940, however, the rE'sp8ctive percentages were only 43 per cent and 7 
per cent.19 
It should be noted that the trend is largely a result of the transition 
from a rural, agricultural society to an urban, industrial society which 
neglected to make proYisions for the older persons. 
This presents a problem in our culture since work has a unique value. 
It expresses worth, success, and achievement. It confers a sense ot value 
that cannot be acquired in any other way. Because ot ou1tura1 forces, the 
worker is loath to surrender his job eyen if he is finanl'!ia11y secure and 
IS The Council ot State Governments, p.9 
19Charles A. Pearce, Egonom1g Status ~ Older Plrsons, lAgis1ative 
Document 10. 61, 1948, p.127 
13 
even when hts health makes oontinuing inadvisable. 
In a case study of U8 retired men (See Table IV), it was discovered 
that there was a signifioant association between diffioulty in retirement 
and the faotor of having something to do. This same study indicated also, 
but less Rtrongly, the association between ditfieulty in retirement and the 
factor of "self-respect" from having a usetul job.20 
Haring something to do to maintain self-respect is only a small part of 
adjustment in retirement. To the worker, retirem~nt represents radical 
changes. What these changes comprise were very well stated by Dr. Marjory J. 
Mack, in her speech at the Third Chicago Heart-In-Industry Conterenoe, 
One psyohiatrist calls t.hem "threats of aging". These are things 
that happen to allot us and produce emotional problems in some people. 
First, physioal changes. We all reaot badly to What we think of as 
ohanging, or loss of physical attractiveness - the usual gray hair I!Ild 
wrinkles, but more than that, illness or the inability to recover from 
illness as fast a 8 we once did, declining energy. Then he has to face 
personal losses. The ohi1dren ~row up and leave home. Possibly there 
is the loss of the husband or wife, or close member of the family. A 
friend er triends .ove away. Those are people he had oount&~ on all 
his life for emotional support. It is very hard to fac~ the loss of 
them. 
A third thing an older person has to face is changing status. He has 
to start taking a. back seat somewhat for the younger person. He begins 
to see himselt as an oleer person and BlUst accept himself as being in 
this age group. Be is no longer the dominant one in his family as far 
as his children are concerned. 
A fourth change in the situation is loss of employment. To the a~erage 
person it means a rf'duction in income and often a very uncertain economi 
future. Also, it means an obsolescence of his skills when he is no 
20 Calrin Q. Hoyt, liThe Process and Problems of Retirement", IU jOurnal 
~ Business, (Apri1-october, 1954), p.169 
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TABlE IV 
FACTORS MISSED ABOUT WORK AS REPmTED BY US RETIRED MEI'l 
II P.,. C.n~ 
Inoome 67 45.3 
Sense of satisfaction.om doing job well 65 44.9 
Friend on the job 63 42.6 
Just having something to do and think about 51 34.5 
Self respect from doing useful job 38 '77.7 
None of the above 31 31.0 
21llWi, p.16S 
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longer .wanted, when hEl can't be proeuctive or useful. At least that il 
the way he feels. 
A fifth change which the older person must adjust to is in a change 
in living arrangement of some sort, finding smaller quarters.l moving 
to a new area, finding a cheaper place to live, or whatever.~2 
Because of the complexities just stated, retirement means more than 
just assisting financially the about-to-be-retired. By ~efinitlon, retire-
ment transition, is a problem which necessitates 8 certain degree of personal 
adjustmE'nt. .It is 8 process "hi~h hal questions as to conditions of retire-
sent, criteria, time of retirement, retirement nompensation, selection 'and 
preparation. 
Furthermore, without the last process, preparation, the complete funoti 
of any pension program may be defeated since a disgruntled retiree in the 
community can put the company in a bad light. 
221arjory J. lack, Speeoh, "Problems of Retirement in Industry", 
(Chicago, 1955), p.49 
CHAPTER II 
PREPARATION FCR RETIREMEJrt IS BEING RECOGNIZED 
A. Be Industry Haa Reoognized lli leed for PreParatio. 
Some firms have aoknowledged the need for formal preparation beoause 
they are finding themselves with older employee gro~ and are also realizing 
a responsibility to help their emplo.rees prepare for retirement. For example, 
the McCormiok &: CompBD7, Ino., of Baltimore, "ryland, oommenoe their 
program when an employee reaches the age of sixty, five years before his 
retire.ent. At this time, 8 representative of the Human Relations Depart-
ment discusses the following subjects with the individual employees 
1. The Pension Plan 
2. Group Life Insuranoe 
3. Retirement Income Trust 
4. Social Seourity Provisions 
5. The company's desire to assist an employee whe 
retires in finding outside aotivities for profit 
or pleasure. 
At the age of sixty-four, one year in 8dvan~e of normal retirement, 
and following notification and approval by the Senior Board of Directors, 
the Director of Human Relations addresses a letter to the employee in 
which the exact date of retirem~nt is stated and the benefits whioh will 
accrue are listed in detail. This 1etter'is delivered personally at a 
meeting attended by the employee, his supervisor and the Direotor. 
Three months prior to retirement, plans are again oonfirmed by the 
16 
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employee and. the compa~.23 
At the Esso Standard Oil COIIP8ny, a similar program is administerEld. 
Each employee is invited to a series ot tive small rroup mfetings about a 
year betore retirement age, With other fellow employees about to be retired, 
a picture ot the problems he may face are discussed. As a result of these 
disoussions, each employee is encouraged to work out his own retirement 
program.24 
!be Standard Oil Company ot New Jersey, Esso's Parent, attempts to 
prepare its employees somewhat earlier by oa1ling each ot them to the 
personnel oftice for interviews five years before the final retirement age.25 
The Prudential Life Insurance Company in its home ottioe offers both 
individual and proup counseling in problems of retirement. It is adminis-
tered through a oounse1ing oenter, staffed by psyohologbt and a psyohiaotrio 
sooial worker.26 
At the Mutual Life Insurance Company of lew York, there is a retirement 
school whioh is held four days a week for workers due to retire durin, the 
tollowing year.27 
2.3Frederiok J. Bell, Retirement PlanniMa ,Case StUdY, ~erioan 
Management Association, Personnel Series, (lew York, 1951), p.ll 
2.4lathryn Close, ~ Ready 12 Retire, Public Affairs Pamphlet 
10. 183, (lay, 195'), p.'l 
25,mm, p.n 
26E11zabeth L. Breokinridge, Effeotive Use 9.l Older Workers, (lew York, 
1953), p.13l 
?7Arthur I. Turner,Bfbe Older Worker, lew Light on Employment and 
Retirement Problems' Institute of Human Relations, Yale University, 
Persongpl, (lew York, 1955),P.?49 
---
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Anothe~ insuranoe firm,the Atlantio Mutual Life Insurance Compaqr, 
gives retirement a trial run. It allows the worker retiring in a few mo~ths 
. 
8 three month vaoation. The same procedure is followed by Pitney-Bowes 
of Stanford, Connecticut.'S 
In Chapters III and IV, the writer will illust~atp how industry in the 
Chicago Metropolitan Area has mov€d into this era of preparation for retire-
mente 
B. Recogpition l!I Educator' 
Siailar adult education programs to prepare for later maturity are 
being offered by several universities. In conjunction with four business 
companies, the Industrial Relations Center, University of Chicago, has 
offered a course to ten groups of employees on ".aki~ the Most of MsturLty". 
It provides for individual consultation, discussion and study in problems 
of h€alth, nutrition, employment, finanoia1 planning, use of leisure time, 
participation in social and community life, spiritual resources and a mature 
philosophy. Cleveland College offers a similar course in "ActivitiesSlld 
Adjustment in the Later Years".29 
The Louis!ana State University School of Social Welfare offers a three 
week workshop designed to develop the understanding and skill of the 
individuals working with the aged in the community and institutions.30 
28,mm, p.25Q 
:?9close, p.21 
30The Council of State Governments, p.94 
--
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In 1948, the University of Michigan sponsored a conference of different 
aspects of aging. It has iSDued five publications on general problems of 
aging, rf:h;.;;Lilitation &nd housing. From 1951 on, the University of Florida 
has sponsored two day sesalons of the Southern Conferences on Gerontology.)l 
It is evident that all sections of the country have recognized the 
general need for preparation of the older worker for his retirem~nt. 
c. Incre.se in Pre-Ret!rement Progr.u 
Due to the fact that pre-rf'tirement practices are rt:latively new, it 
is difficult to estimate with a01 exactness just how widespread they are. 
The Equitable Life Assurance Society undertook a survey in 1950 and 
they discovered 13 per cent of the 355 companies questioned had formal or 
informal programs in, preparation for retireplent. 
According to a survey conducted in 1951 among seventy of the largest 
companies in 'the United States, it was discovered that 37 per cent had some 
sort of pre-retirement program.32 
In a 1952 survey ot 657 companies, 54 per cent stated that they had a 
pre-retirement counseling program.33 
In this survey, sixty-five (60.2 per cent) of 108 oompanies reporting 
a retirement policy. say that they have some kind of pre-retirtment 
counseling. However, differences in the definition of what ~onstltutes 
32Jacob Tuckman and Irving Large, "Retirement Prartices in Business and 
Industr.y", Journal at Gerontology, January, 195~, p.p.7S-86 
33Edwin Shields Hewitt and Associates, Company Pr.etiC!, Regarding 2l2!.t 
Workers ~ R~t1rement, (Libertyville, Illinois, 1953 , p.p.10-11 
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preparation for retirement may acoount for the inorease over th~ earlier 
studies cited. 
21 
Table V 
Preparation for Retirement 
QUf!stion lumber Per Cent* 
Do you have a pre -retirement 
program' 
No 43 39.8 
Yes ~ 60.2 
Total 108 100.0 
* percentage based upon lOB companies having a retirement policy. 
It was noted that five (21.8 per oent) ot twenty-three oompanies having 
a formal pre-retirement program, inaugurated them prior to 1950 and eighteen 
(78.2 per cent) originated them since 1950.34 
This study only oovers the Chioago letropo1itan Area, but from other 
studies, there is no doubt that there has b~en a general increase in 
programs which make preparation for retirement. 
34See Table VI, p.22 
Table VI 
BCREABE D FCRMAL FRE-RETIREUENT PROOFWIS SINCE 1950 
20 
15 
10 
5 
I!K 
--
,..--
5/8 1.e. • 5 COIlp&I\1es 
lumber .r 
C'!!p!!li., 
Pr10r to 1950 5 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
TOTAL 
5 
1 
3 
5 
3 
..l 
23 
Per Q.!.a!i 
21.8 
22 
• 
CHAPl'ER III 
. 
TYPES OF PRE-RETlREMENT PROGRAMS EXISTING IN CHICAGO INDUSTRY 
A. luaber Rf. Companie,g Res pond ing m: §.!!! 
Two hundred and seventy companies were contaoted b,y questionnaires of 
which one hundred and thirty (48.1 per cent) responded.35 This represents 
a sizeable cross-section of the companies in the Chicago area, sinee both 
large aDd smaller companies ar~ well represented. 
In view of the fact that pre-retiremPont praotices will be considered 
under three forms of retirpmt"nt policit"s, it will be well to point out just 
how these retirement policies are distributed. To pinpoint the disoussion, 
types of retirement practices in force should be derined. The writer has 
classified retirement policies into three main types. They area 
1. Oompulsory retirement - the emp1eree must retire when he 
reaches a specified a~e with few or no exceptions allowed. 
2. Voluntary retirement - the ~mpleree at his discretion is 
permitted by the company, upon reaohing normal retirement 
age, to continue working. 
3. Flexible retiremt"nt - when the employee reaches a specified 
age, he must retire. However, it his efficiency and physical 
performance are up to standard, tl'e OOJllpany allows the 
individual to oontinue to another period, usually a year. 
or the one hundred and thirty companies covered by the survey, forty-
four (33.9. per oent) designated having compulsory retirement; tMrty-one 
35See T&ble VII, p.?S 
')4 
(23.9 per cent) reported voluntary retirement; and thirty-three (')5.3 per 
cent) stated flexible ret1rem~nt.36 
Inasmuch as twenty-two companies designated that they had no retire-
ment policy, they will not be noneidered by the writer in his discussions. 
ThuI, from Table VIII it would seem that companies favor eome form of 
flexibility. The writer is primarily concerned with those companies prepar-
ing their older workers emotionally to retire, regardless of the retirement 
policr. Therefore, the issue of flexibility will not be considered in the 
analysis of pre-retirement practices. 
~ 9f. Pre-Retirement Programa - Due to the varied problems confront-
ing the retiree, diversified types of programs will be found in industry, 
but the ultimate aim is the samel to assist the individual in adjusting 
to retirement. 
There are basically three types of counseling programsl 
1. Brief summary of pension benefits. 
2. Counseling programs which assist the individual to greater 
insight into his own situation; the provision of external 
information is suppl~entary. 
3. Educational programs which are not limited to instructing the 
worker, but also provide information in which the older worker 
can reformulate his situation and evolve a pattern of action for 
the future. 
36See Table VIII, p.27 
,'-
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. TABlE VII 
QUESTIODAlRES ISSUED AND PERCENTAGE 
RETURNED ArCORDING TO SIZE OF COMPANY 
QUESTIOIJAlRES Iaf 
IAIUF ACTURERS IANOF' ACTURERS ALL 
. 1.000 , Over '500-1.000 2'iO.;;00 250 & Over 
J( ~* I «it II ~* I ~* J «** 
10. issued 95 35.2 65 :"4.0 50 lS.6 60 n.2 270 100. 
10. returned with 
formal pre-retirement 
program 16 69.6 1 4.3 6 26.1 ::'3 100. 
lo~ returned with 
informal pre-retire-
ment program 10 :'3.8 18 62.9 4 9.5 10 :->3.~ 42 100. 
10. returned reporting 
pre-retiremen~ . 
program 22 51.1 4 9.3 9 20.9 8 18.7 43 100. 
10. retur~ without 
any retirement" 
6 13.6 program '2?2 3 9 41.0 4 lS.2 22 100. 
Total Number Returned 54 41.5 26 20.0 22 16.9 2S :->1.6 130 1no. 
Percentage Returned, . 56.8 40.0 44.0 46,,6 48. 
-
i 
it • of total is-sued 
** • or qU£1st10nn~1res issued 
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The wrioter in this survey will refer to type one aa a Q!sual or informal 
program and to types two and thr~e as formal programs sinoe these two overlap 
somewhat. 
In the survey, forty-two companies have ~asual programs and twenty-three 
companies have formal programs.37 
Out of twenty-three oompanies, sixtee& (69.6 per cent) were high}r 
conoentrated in the manufacturing oompanies having one thousand employees. 
Six (26.1 per cent) were among the non-manufaoturing oompani6s. The 
remaining pre-retirement program was administered bf a manufaoturing 
oompany hAving between five-hundred and one-thousand employees.38 
Regarding the forty-two c01lplnies having informal programs, the 
distribution is somewhat equal among all the companies. 39 
Another distinctive characteristic about informal end formal programs 
is the retirement policy of the compan7 under which the programs exist! 
Of the total sixty-five companies having pre-retirement programs, tw~nty­
eight companies have compulsory retirement, fifteen oompanies hs.ve voluntary 
retirement and twenty-two oompanies have a flexible polioy. 
In the tWenty-eight firms with oompulsory retirem~nt, fifteen (53.6 
per cent) have informal programs and thirtean (46.4 per cent) hav~ formal 
programs. 'l'hr fifteen companies with voluntary retirement have t;:;.:.lve 
J7See Table VII, p.'5 
38,mm 
.39,mm 
PROORAII 
Compulsory * 
Voluntar1 ** 
Flexible *** 
No retirement 
program 
TABIE VIII 
RETIREMENT POLICIES 
130 CHICAGO METROPOLITAN EMPLOYERS 
NUMBER 
44 
31 
33 
~ 
TO'l'AL 130 
27 
PER CENT 
33.9 
?3.9 
25.3 
16.2 
100.0 
* One com~ny has voluntary retirement for non-union members 
~ 
** Two companies have compulsory retirf'mc-nt for office employees 
and voluntary for plant employees. 
*** Two companies have compulsory retirement for e7ecutives and 
flexible for others. 
Two companies have compulsory retirement for executives, 
flexible for office workers ana voluntary for plant employees. 
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(80 per cent) with informal programs and three (20 per cent) with formal 
programs. A similar distribution is round among the twenty-two companies 
with a flexible plan; fifteen (68.2 per cent) have informal practices and 
seven (31.8 per cent) have formal counseling. 
The distribution of the formal pro~ams leans slightly towards the 
companies with a compulsory policy, but it is probably due to the fact that 
companies with compulsory retirement have had the advantage in that emplo,yee. 
who know they must face retirement at a fixed time are more interested in 
planning for it. 
The writer will further discuss differences among the twenty-three 
companies with formal pre-retirement practices and the forty-two firms 
with oasual oounseling. 
B. The Casual hR! 2l .f.u- Retirement PrOUg 
Companies with casual oounseling varied ss to degree of presentation, 
but the _jority oovered the amount of benefits the employee will receive 
at the time of his retirement. 
The writer does not wish to impl" that these oompanies had a haphazard 
procedure ot informing their emplo,y~es of approp,ching retirement and benefits 
that they will receive. On th~ contrary, the majority are highly sp~cialized 
in approach. Elaborate booklets are furnished by these companies to explain 
different approaohes to the plan or plans. This information is again 
explained at some period prior to retirement. This is one of the factor. 
that differentiate the highly organized program from the less organized. 
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TABlE IX 
TYPES OF PRE ... RETIREMENT PROORAMS 
Counseling Total CS!ll?!niea COmmlg~ Voluntary Fl!!ibJd! 
ProgrUls . ,. • • I %* I 
Caaual Counseling** 42 64.6 15 53.6 12 80.0 15 
Formal Counseling 23 35.4 13 46.4 3 ?O.O 7 
65 - - 'iOO:O - - 22 TOTAL 100.0 28 15 100.0 
• Per cent of total 
** Counseling for benefits, social security and unellplO71llent 
compensation 
%* 
68.2 
31.e 
100.0 
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Among the forty-two companies having casual oounseling, th~n (~3.S 
per cent) approach their empla,rees one year prior to retirement and twenty 
(47.5 per cent)- oontaot their f':mployees anywhere from a month to six months 
prior to retirement.40 
Unfortunately, all these companies did not report the estilll8ted time 
spent with any one employee. But the survey does indicate to aome degree 
that the estimated consultation time varies within these programs. 
In four (9.5 per cent) of the compani~s, the consultation time varied 
with each individual ease; eleven (26.2 per cent) stated their conferences 
ranged from one half-hour to two hours; and four (q.5 per cent) spent as 
muoh as ten hours to twenty hours with employees.4l 
The one faotor that wa. oommon to the majority of the programs was 
the adllin1strative group. In twenty-four (57.1 per cent) of the oompanies, 
the counseling program is the responsibility of the personnel department. 
Among firms where the personr,el department does not administer the program, 
responsibility for counseling is found in a variety of groups.42 
Due to the oomplexities found in retirement plans, oounse1ing 8S t. 
how benefits are derived is very important but it loses some of its value 
when the worker is not counseled about other aspeots of retirement. 
A few companies stated that they are conducting their owfi surveys to 
determine what method could be incorporated into their present system. 
They realize that the purpose of any pension plan is defeated if they 
40see Table I, p.3l 
4lSee Table XI, p.33 
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TABlE X 
TIllE BD'~ RETIREMENT THAT COUBSELIHG BEaDlS 
Tatal Com~n!es With inIQrm&l B£ogram* With formal 
PERIOD woan-a • 
Be. i Bo. • I •• ~ 
Varie. 3 4.6 3 7.3 
1 to 4 montbs 8 12.3 8 19.0 
6 IlOntbs 15 23.1 12 28.5 3 13.0 
1 year 17 ?6.2 10 23.8 7 3~.4 
:;> to 4 years 1 1.5 1 4.3 
5 years 10 15.5 10 43.7 
8 years 1 1.5 1 .... 4.3 
10 years 1 1.5 , 1 4.3 
option of employee 1 1.5 1 2.4 
10 answer ~ ~., ..§ 19.0 
-
6; 100.0 42- 100.0 '3 100.0 
-
* Casual counseling for benefits, social security and unf'mploYlIltont 
compensation; , 
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release disgruntled workers to the community. 
c. ll1! r2ml Pr.-Ret!rement Qounseling Program 
.As in the casual counseling programs, the individual is instruoted 
about the oompa~ benefits, social seourity and unemployment compensation. 
The dividing point between the two forms is the fact that advice is given 
on health problems, leisure tim. aotivities and finding other work. 
" 
Within the twenty-three oompanies having formal pre-retirement proprams, 
there are ma~ variations in methods us.d. 
Individual counseling is employed by nineteen (82.5 per cent) of 
\ 
companiesJ educational programs are used by three (13.2 per cent) of 
companies) and one utilizes the individual and group approaoh.43 
D. A Comparison sa! !la hogw 
These pre-retirement programs are administered by thirteen companies 
having a compulsory plan; three companies with a voluntary program; and 
seven companies with flexible retirement. 
It is not strange to se. that ten (76.9 per cent) of the firms with 
a compulsory system us~ individual oounseling, sinoe this method is easiest 
aDd also, it is a praotical method in that added expense will not be 
entailed.44 
Companies having voluntary retirement have only three firms using a 
formal procedure in preparing their employees for rE"tirement. Two (66.7 
43See table XIII, p.35 
ESTIMATED 
TIlE 
Varies 
t hoqr ,to ? hours 
1<:,',. 
10 to' 20 hours 
10 aD.wer 
--
TABIE XI 
ESTIMATED CONSULTATION ,TIME 
TS2tal Com~n~!! W~ til Im:S2rmal PrS2&n:am 
lOa % 10. % 
15 ='3.1 4 9.5 
16 ':>4.6 11 26.2 
11 16.9 4 9.5 
£1 35·4 £1 51.& 
65 '100.0 42 100.0 
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With Formal 
PrS2aam 
Ie. % 
11 47.8 
5 21.8 
7 30.4 
- -
2) 100.0 
TABIE XII 
OFFICIAL «R DEPARTMENT) RESPONSIBIE FOR 
ro:TIREMFNT COUNSELING PROORAM 
OFFICIAL (R Total CO!!.E!niea With informal 
DEPARTllEIIT Eogram 
10. , No. % 
Personnel Department * 
or personnel director 38 58.4 :?4 57.1 
Pension or employee 
benefit department 8 12.3 5 11.9 
De Partlle nt hf."ad 1 1., 
, 
Secretary-Treasurer 
or finance department 5 7.7 2 4.8 
Plant manager 1 1.5 1 2.4 
Retirement advisor 2 3.1 
Retirement committee 4 6.2 4 9., 
President or vice 
president 2 3.1 2 4.8 
No answer 
..fa ~ ...J. ' 2.5 
65 100.0 42 100.0 
* Includes Inc'!ustrial Relations Department 
34 
With formal 
Egaam 
10. ~ 
14 61.0 
3 13.0 
1 4.3 
3 13.0 
2 8.7 
-
:?3 100.0 
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TABLE XIII 
VaRL,TIONS IN FORM!.L PRE-RETIREMENT PROORAMS 
COUNSELING TarAL COMPANn:~ COMPULSORY VOLUNTARY FU.:XIDIE 
PROGIWIS Bo. • 110. 
, Bo. , No. % 
Individual 
Counseling 19 82.5 10 76.9 2 66.7 7 100.0 
Educational 
Programs :3 13.2 ;> 15.4 .. 33.3 .... 
Combination 
(group and individual 
couriae ling 
..l --L.l ..l 7.7 
- -
23 100.0 13 100.0 3 100.0 7 100.0 
.--- ~. ----------------------------------------~< 
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per cent) use individual counseling and one company has an educational 
program in which to familiarize their employees with problems of retire-
ment.4' 
Individual counseling is solely employed b.y companies with a flexible 
retirement policy.46 This is understandable because it is necessary that 
each individual case be reviewed separately in order to determine if the 
individual should be allowed to continue working. 
It is important to note, that formal pre-retirement programs are 
employed under all three rorms of retirement policies. To what extent 
counseling programs are employed will be illustrated in Chapter IV. 
As anticipated, ca.panies with formal pre-retirement programs approaoh 
their employee. well in advanoe of retirement. 
Five years prior to retirement is the starting point of ten (43.7 per 
cent) or the coapanies. other fixed points vary from six months toten 
years.47 
Firms with mandatory retirement are more conscious of the fact that 
in order for .' program to be effective, it must begin .ell in advance of 
retirement date. In six (46.' per cent) of the concerns, five years i. 
the starting point of counseling; five (38.4 per cent) use one year as 
their beginning point, and one company considers ten Yflars prior to retire· 
45,mm 
I¥6lBID 
-
47See Table XIV, p.38 
ment the bes~ beginning point for counse1ing.48 
Adequate preparation is also con,idered ~ these formal programs in 
th~ time allocated to consultations. About 48 per cent stated that the 
time "varied" beC'ause of Each individual Case and 30.4 per oent (seven) 
estimated thf' tim!" donated ranged from ten hours to twenty hours.49 
This particular aspeot refleots those companies with tixed retiremt'nt. 
It correlat~s with their participation toward an etfeotive pr~-retirement 
program. An aspect whicb is common to informal pre-retirement programs 
is also true ot formal counseling programsJ fourteen (61 per cent) stated 
that the responsibility of administering the counseling programs was the 
dut,. of the ,personnel depart!l1f!Dt.50 This is probably due to the fact 'that 
the personnel department is the center of the communications system between 
management and employee. 
It is obvious that the formal pre-retirement programs prepare th~1r 
employees more adequately. To further demonstrate this, the writer will 
analyze six pre-retirement programs which have been f stablished since 1950. 
48,mm 
49See Table IV, p.39 
50see Table III, p.34 
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TABU: XIV 
TOO BEFORE RETIREMENT THAT COTmSELItll BEGINS* 
19tal ~sm!:2!Db! ~S!!!l&l!!orY 
PERIOD No. % No. • 
!glYDtaa F1SJiblJ 
Jo. % No. • 
six months 3 13.2 1 7.7 1 33.3 1 14.3 
one yeaJ" 7 30.4 5 38.4 1 33.3 1 14.3 
two to four yeaJ"8 1 4.3 1 14.3 
five years 10 43.5 6 46.2 1 33.3 3 42.8 
eight years 1 4.3 1 7.7 
ten years 1 4.3 1 14.3 
- - - -
23 100.0 13 100.0 .3 100.0 7 100.0 
* These are the twenty~hree companies having a formal program. 
I-
I 
I 
ESTIJIATED TIME 
Varies 
three te six hours 
ten to twenty 
hours 
TABlE XV 
ESTIMATED CONSULTATION TIME 
'I'sztal Qoal2!D&ea 
No. %* 
QOIIpy1aSZU 
No. %* 
11 47.8 7 53.8 
5 21.8 .3 23.1 
...l .lOa!. ...J 2,1.;1; 
?3 100.0 13 100.0 
* Per cent of total. 
.39 
'21unta!:I Flexible 
No. %* No. ~* 
1 .33 • .3 .3 42.8 
1 .33 • .3 1 14 • .3 
1 Jl.J J ,2& 
.3 100.0 7 100.0 
CHAPl'ER IV 
ANALYSES OF SIX PRE-RETIRFMFNT PROGRAMS 
A.. Objf'ctive sf. the Programs 
One feature oommon to th€ six pre-retirement programs is the objective 
of the programs. Each program aims to assist employees to plan and pr~~re 
for their retirement and to lessen the fears associated with the change. 
The writer will illustrate how each program differs. 5l Be will not, 
however, attempt to distinguish which program is the most effective because 
of the -newness· of several programs. Also, no one program could be suitable 
to every comparl7. The program whicb produces results for any company 
certainly is the one to be employed. 
B. SlUt and Compny 
Due to our modern pattern of retirement and the increasing life span 
of the individual, the problem of aging bas become complicated. Therefore, 
what phases of aging could be covered by pre-retirement programs? 
Swift and Company, which has compulsory retirement, made their own 
study to determine what are the aspect. of retirement. They round that 
most of the problells fall into five areas. 
1. Bealth 
2. Leisure 
3. Housing 
4. Employment 
5. Financial 
SlSee table lVI, p. 41 
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TABIE XVI 
FP..E-RETIRElEIT HlOOlWlS 
OF sn IEAnDfO C(JIPAlIES 
Pre-RetireJlellt Swift aDd ComMmrealth Carson, Pirie Stewart-Warner Illinois Bell . 
hORr .. COlinam Edison Co. Scott Ie Ca.IlIUlY CortlOration Telemone Co. HotPOiat 
type Foral Formal Formal Formal Foral Formal 
nate Inaugurated 1955 1950 1952 1954-1955 1930 individual 1953 sajor 
1950 group appliances 
1954 
carpentry' 
e1ectricit 
Retirement Polier Compulsory' COIlpu1sOl7 Voluntary' Flexible Compulsory Compulsory' 
~ 
. 
Age program 
commences 60 57 64 55 55 59 
-
When counseling 
is held during atter during during during during wor] 
-
working working working working working ing hours 
hours hours hours hours hours after work· 
ing hours 
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TDIE IVI (COHTIIUED) 
PRE-RETIREMENT FROORAIIS 
OF SIX WDIIG CCIIPAJlIES 
. 
Pre-Retireme'nt Swift am C01lDlOmrealth Carson, Pirie St~wart-Warner Illinois Bell . 
Pr ComI>allT EifiAnn Co. Scott It CompanY Corporation Telephone Cn. Hotpoint 
letheds Li teora ture, Litera ture I Individual Literature, Individual Individual 
individual, visual aids, interviews individual int.erviews, interviews, 
interviews group sessions int~rview group sessions shop 
courses 
Counselors Supervisor Trained coate ". Personnel Corporate DePArtment Supervisor, 
en~ leader] Director Treasurer 18 representative,) CORlpar~ 
Medical Division Mpdi('.,81 Instruc:-tor 
Director Director, 
Secretary 
I Employeets 
Benefit 
Committee i 
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It was &iscovered that most of the problems enoountered in the survey 
woulo have been minimized or even eliminated if thought and planning could 
have been made for retirement. With results of their own survey, together 
with previous research, Swift devised the following five step program1lhich 
" 
was instituted in Ootober, 1955.52 
Step 1 - A letter at twenty. 
When an employee reaches twenty years of servi~e, he reoeives a letter 
informing him of his status under the company's retir£ment policies. Also, 
it encourages him to start planning for the future. 
Step 2 - A visit at sixty, 
When the employee reaches age sixty, an interview is arranged. Flans 
for retirement are encouraged and benefits of his pension anCJ sooial 
security are reviewed. 
Step J - A talk 41; sixty-toUl'. 
A second interview is conducted a year before retirement. At this 
meeting, the ~mployee's wife is welcome to attend. The subjects of income, 
the need tor activities, housing, health, his financial status are again 
oovered. 
itep 4 - Graduation 
This s~p oonsists of writing applications for pension, applying for 
social security, changing hospitalization, B.B.A. and grouF insurance over 
to the new status and arranging for mailing address. 
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§t.p 5,- And Th!D •••• 1 
Eaoh year after retirement, th~ ~nsioner is contacted by visit (wh~n 
practical) or letter to counsel him through problem ar~as if he desir.s ito 
O. Oommonwealth Edison Company 
At OommoDWpalth Edison, which also has compulsory retireMf'nt, an 
educational propram was inaugurated in September I 1950. 
Every empla,ye. is approached ~1ght years prior to retirement and h. 
is invited to attend eleven confer~nce s.ssions. The oontents of the program 
are developed by the Industrial Relations Center at the University of Chicago 
Profe8sor Ernest W. Burgess of the University of Chicago is the conference 
lead.r at the present time. The conference ses8ions are held weekly after 
working hours in the cOllpall1 building. As in Swift's program, wives or 
husbands are invited to attend the discussion groups. 
B.for. the session, each empla.ye. receives an attitude questionnaire 
and a booklet covering the topic of the forthcoming s.ssion. The attitude 
questionnaire is oompleted b,y the employe. and turned in only with a cod. 
number given to them. This is to allow for freedom of expression. These 
attltud~ questionnaire8 are then compared to a complete attitude question-
naire called ftThe R.tirement Planning Inventory". This is given in the 
eleventh session and it consists of a series of 107 statem€nts which measure 
the If'vel of knowledge, attitudes, and plans of program participants in the 
following ten categoriesl 
1. Later lIaturit1 
2. HHt.lt.h and Nutrition 
1.4 
3. Family Life and Frieneships 
4. Meaning of Work and Retirement 
5. Use of Leisure Time 
6. Financial Planning 
7. Retirement Living 
8. Mental Outlook 
9. Personal Adjustment 
10. Retirement Plans 
The booklets received by the participants are interestingly written to 
cover thE' ten topios enumerated above. Eech booklet contains a self-
evaluation checklist to encourage further thinking and positive action. 
These,book1ets also constitute a handbook and continuing references for 
participants as they :urther their plans for retirement. Each of the first 
ten sessions, which usually take from one hour and one-half to two hours, 
is designed to give the empla,yees ample time to express their own views, 
ideas and suggestions and to hav~ them disoussed by the ~oup. 
In the third session, the participants are counseled by a physician 
on physical changes in aging. 
In addition to discussion, Doctor Burgess stimulates thinking by 
employing a series of oharts, flannel board presentations, films, and 
several skits in which participants, acting out roles, ~xplore the complexi-
ties of adjustment in retirement. At the classes attended by the writer, 
thf' vioual. aids and the role playing were used wry effectively. 
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!he eleventh se •• ion is a summary ot the first ten disoussiona. 
Partioipants are enoouraged to aake plans before retirement. Aa a tollow 
up measure, partioipants are also couaseled six months before the retirement 
date. 
D. gar,op, fir1t, Soott a COI!J)!QY 
Oft February 1, 1952, a tormal pension plan went into etfeot. It .a. 
realized that the pension program was not the answer to a aucoessful retire-
lIent, counsequentq, the personal interview was started. 
, Everyone who is sixty-four ,.ears ot age and C'I'Ier is internewed by the 
personnel director, lartha Douglaa, onoe a year. the office in which the 
internew. are oonducted is .oundproof ao people cannot hear what ia aaid. 
10 reoorda are kept ot what the older worker. aay, and because of this, the 
worker. talk freeq ot their proble... The only recorda involved are those 
ot their job performanoe obtained from their immediate superYisor, and a 
health report whioh the .. dical department submits before eaoh y~arly 
interview. 
At Careon, retirement is on a voluntary baSis, therefore, no one is 
asked to retire. Whenever, people make plans to retire, it is of their own 
accord. They are only counseled through their problems. the worker'a 
department manager is not informed of the decision by the personnel 
department but by the worker. If the deoision is requested by the worker 
to be related by the personnel department, it is done in the presenoe ot 
the worker and the department manager. !his kind of counseling has to be 
kept entirely private and confidential, or the whole merit of the system 
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is broken 0919n. 
SalEsmanship is projected only whE'n thp worker's production or hEalth 
is slipping. The individual is made to realize that retirement is nec~ssary 
and this decision must be reached by the worker himself. 
One of the methode of helping the worker de~ide to retire is a series 
of tea parties attended by about ten p€opl~ who have retired and the older 
workers who are approaching the retirem€nt age. It has been found that a 
statement from a PErson who has retired has sold many of the work~rs on the 
fact that retirement can be a hapP.1 period in their liv~8o 
For those who ,retire, a monthly party is ~iven by the management. The 
women receive orchids and a merchandise certificate is given to tl"le men. 
At this luncheon, they are allowed to invite their friends. This also has 
an effect teeausE' their friends are usually fellow workers who workpd with 
them for a long time. 
In eonjun~tion with this monthly party, a Christmas Party is ~iv€n for 
all rEtiree employees. An invitation is also extended to the older workers. 
At these parties, there is an exchange of ideas t·etween the retired and the 
about-to-be-retired. 
It is realized that the subject of preparation for retirement is 
spproached much too late. It is thE' further plan of Carson to begin prepara-
tion ten years before retirement. 
Carson's is also now eonsld~r1ng supplementing its oounseling by the 
planning program adopted by C01Imotnr~alth Edison. 
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E. Stewart-Warner Corporatiop 
Under the Stewart-Warner retir.ment policy, mutual arrang~ments ar. 
sometimes made for postponed retirement. y.t, with flexible retirement, 
preparation i. still considered n.cessary. In 1954, a program bas.d on 
incividua1 counseling plus I18teria1s about aging, ;tas inaugurated. The 
program called "Planning Ahead for Retirement"·, is administered by the 
Corporate Treasurer's Division. All emp1o,yees age fifty-five and over are 
contacted b,y a seri.s of thr.. l.tters plus selected pamphlets and forms 
with each letter. Th. program is as followsl 
Letter 110. 1 - "What Itts All About" 
"Your Hes1th - How You're Going to Feel" 
Pamphlet 10. 1. !l:!.!w Ism kD Older 
Pamphlet 10. 2. ltOokinc [o£!'!rd 12 thr Later l£,ars 
Pamphlet 10. 3. the Pr0!1IC R1. Ger1!trigs 
Pamphlet 10. 4. .LiD}Qu!.D!1 Like 11 
Letter 10. 2 - "Your .on~ - Whet You're Going to Live on Each Month" 
Pamphlet - I2D£ §oc111 Security 
Letter 10. 3 - ·Your Activities - What You're Going to Do" 
Fold.r - BObbr Pub~lcati~D' 
Pamphlet - !I9l! 12 Liv. ! Hundred luI'S ••••• Bappilz 
rora - II Planning Ahead for Il)" Retirf'mentlt 
When the retire. reaches the age of sixty-four, he ma7 request further 
help through personal interview. Sinee the employee is prepared far in 
advance of retirement, there has ~en only one per cent who have sought 
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additional help. Results of the program are not 8vai~b1e since it has 
only begun in the later part of 1954. 
The Stewart-Warner program, however, does attempt to give their employee 
a rounded program by explaining all phases of retirement well in advance. 
F. Illinois Bell Te1ephope COJIBlrty 
Pre-retirement oounse1ing is nothing new at Illinois Bell Telephone 
Company. Individual counseling was first utilized in 1930 and has been 
used ever since. In 1950, it was supplemented by the group discussion. 53 
This is a one day conterence conduoted on a dePartmental basis and is 
composed of twelve to fifteen employees. The conference 1s administered 
by a departmental representative who is assisted h1 the Medical Director and 
Secretary of the Employees' Benefit Committee. It is designed for both men 
and women approximately fifty-five to sixty-five years of age. 10 distinctio 
is made in regard to title or level. 
The conference i8 divided into three parts,S4 
1. Oeaeral subjects to be covered by the department representative. 
2. Genera18ubj~cts to be covered by medical director. 
3. General subjeots to be ('overed by the Secretary, Employees' Benefit 
Committee. 
In oonjunction, employees who reach the age of fifty-five are inter-
viewed by th",' department supervisor, to go over any prob1e1ls. This is 
then repeated either two years or one year before separation day. 
53See Appendix" P-6, 
54,mm 
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• G. Botpoigt (! Division g( General Electrio) 
A unique variation of the pre-retirement programs discussed is Hotpoint' 
program of shop courses for prospective pensioneers. The oourses are open t. 
any male emplo.yee who has six years or less to go before retirement. All 
employee. are obliged to retire at sixty-five years of age. 
The ~Quarter Century Club", whioh is composed of 550 members having 
twenty-tive years of service, sponsors the "Product Service Training Course". 
Tbe program is divided into two oategoriesl 
1. Major Appliances 
'. Carpentry and Electricity 
The training program for _jor applianoes, in 195), was participated 
by sixteen emplo,yee •• 
It oonsists of thirty-six conseoutive weekly sessions on Saturdays 
which are not normal working days; Each clese consists of a four hour period. 
All expenses including the instructGrsare paid by Hotpoint. 
At these classes, empl07ees receive technical training in servicing 
all major appliances, by actual experiences, illustrated, and by attending 
field calla with service men. 
When an emplOTee oompletes his training program, he receives a 
Rcertiflcatett signed by two officers of the company. To date, sixty 
employees have been trained in servioing ot major appliances. 
Due to the shortage. of service men, it has been discovered that 
retired employees are working on a part time basis, or full time, for 
dealers in the oommunity. In some nases, they are working for a group of 
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dealers in ~h~ p.ommun1tyo Through the training cours~ rec~ived, some men 
are learning almost as much as bpfor~ r~tirement. 
If an E~mp10yee who has reC'eived the major appliance course wishes to 
move to another area, Hotpoint places him in contaot with a distributor in 
that area, thereby giving him a means to utilize his training. 
In 195.4., the training courses in carpflntry and electricity were begun. 
To date, there have been apprcr.dmate1y twenty-four employees instructed in 
the two .fields. As in the major app1ianof,'ourse, classes are held on 
Saturday, at the exppnse of Hotpoint. 
The classes consist of twenty consecutive .eeks, each olaca being 
approximately three and one-half hours long. At the end of these classes, 
employees also receiv~ a Kcertifinate" of aohievement. Due to the demand 
of "graduated" employees, "oertificates" are now furnished in wallet size. 
As 1Ir. Asplin, D:t.rector of Employee Beneti ts, pointed out, the program 
is far from being ~r~eot but it does utilize the resourcee at hand to 
approanh the p~ob1em of aging. Hotpoint has had fifty to sixty Employees 
retiring every twelve month period. 
At Hotpoint, there is a long range program under the directorship ot 
Oeneral Eleotric, which has approximately 250,000 employees. 
1. When is the best age for retirement? 
2. Is the present financial plan adequate for retirement? 
3. Is an emp1oy~e ready for retirement? 
4. Is Lis health adequate? 
5. Attitude of f.mployee to retirement. 
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This mater~al is ~ing furnished by th~ supervisors of all divisions 
of General Electric. Three or four months prior to retirement, the worker 
is interviewed by his supervisor. The supervisor was seleoted because it 
is felt that an employee will talk more r~adily with the man with whom he 
has worked and knows. 
In the interview, the supervisor completes 11 questionnaire pertaining 
to the emplqyee's present health, financial standing and attltunes. This 
questionnaire is then direoted to the main office for tabulation. 
Although Hotpoint is a division of General E1ectrio, all employees are 
processed through this offi~e. Therefore, contaot is still maintained with 
the pensioneers by letter and personal oontaot (when praotica1). Retired 
employees remain in ~he oompaDf's group insuranoe and they have employee 
~isoounts as long as they 1iv~. 
H. Tlle Effect! Vf'n!U .2! lli PrOU. 
Although the pre-retirement program6 disoussed arE':' relatively DeW, 
employee. hove shown a very favorable response to pre-retirem~nt practices. 
In interviewing Ir. Asplin at Hotpoint, the writer read several letters 
I 
written by E"mployees who werl'! benefitting from the prof!ram. One retiree had 
to say, "I certainly feel that the program is worthwhile and I sinoerely 
hope that you continue with it". Another pensionee~ stated "Knowledge 
received at Hotro1nt paid me well ••• n. Another letter read stated that 
the retired worker felt the program was very useful for men employed at 
Hotpoint, hE' statl?d, "I do think it is a worthy project tor thost> who have 
-
SOIDr knowlpcge of appliances". 
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The writer feels that th:ts program is uniqu~ he~ause it gives the 
employee a feeling vf usefulness, As Mr. Asplin pointed out, for those 
who do not use their training for employment, it helps to develop a new 
interest, a hobh7 to keep him interested. 
Individuals who have participated in programs administer~d at Edison, 
have written as follows. 55 
"1 have enjoyed very much every meeting. 
lIore about the things that are possible 
there was any fear of growing older, it 
meetings." 
It has helped me to think 
to do after retirem~nt. If 
has vanished during these 
aWe have faoed the issue and bave made plans." 
ftDiscussions have lightened the dread or rear of retirement and have 
given me a different outlook on growing 016 anc going into retirement." 
"It has made me realize that some thought should be given to, prt"para-
tion made for, before time of retirement. I bave really enjoyed the 
course." 
Illinois Bell Telephone Company has found the group conferences 
bi?n€fieial to employees t:~cau8e it has been very effective in clarifying 
misunderstandings in regards to retirement policies and income. The program 
has caused improved employee moral!", improved employer ... employee relations 
and loyalty to th6 oompany. 
If a~v program eliminates rear and starts an ind1vicu&: thinking of 
retirement, it is a help. The pre-retirement programs surveyed are doing 
this and more. As Martha Douglas, Director of Counseling at Carson, Pirie, 
Scott and Company, stated, "The effeat on the morale of the people who are 
left in the organization is terrific, because they see someone who has 
55Industrial Relations Center, The University of Chicago, laking !h! 
M it I -
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t gone over thf> blll' , ~.nto rrti.rrment, has bf'~n hflped. 
Pre-re-tirement programs are not only b(-'npficial tn th(, Employees but 
also to thf company and the community. ThF. compqny releasE'S a well-adjusted 
incivir!ual and the oommunity rt'ceivf>s the fruits of tM.s t.ransition. Many 
of these r~t1red peopl!: become very aettve 1n community projeots. 
CHAPTER V 
SUlOIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, old people are beooming a problem becAuse the Il8.tion has 
chenged to an urban, industrial society. They are also a problem because 
neither the public or the older person has defined what the status should 
be in retirement. Society is still disposed to assign older persons to a 
passive role. Research and experiences have shown that the personal adjust-
ment of older people is oontingent on the extent to w~ich they belong to 
social groups and join in social functions. 
The majority of people approaoh retirement without mature plans. Today, 
however, counseling prograu and courses in preparation for retirement are 
being offered (see Chapters II and IV) to assist many older persons in 
planning for their later years. 
In the survey, the writer has E'!stablished (see Chapter III) that 
counseling programs are being administered in a number of companies of 
different size and retirement policy. Tht p~rsonal interview is used by 
Illinois Bell, which has compulsory retirement, ~mploying approximately 
40,000 people, and Carson's which has voluntary retirement anc whose payroll 
numbers 4,500. 
The writer suggests that programs such as Hotpoint t s should be oonsi(t'ere 
by other companies. It not only approRohes the problem of aging but makes 
it possible to utilize the retired worker in l~bor shortage areas. 
The writer believes that the present oompulsory retirement policies 
should be changed. Forced retirement for workers that are in good health, 
able and willing to work, represents a great waste of manpower plus being 
S4 
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a heavy burden on th~ ta~ paying nommunity. On the other hand, workers 
should not be allowed to continue working when their health and physical 
capacity does not permit. 
The writer proposes that pre-retirement programs should be linked with 
a retirement-selection-panel whioh includes management and the worker. The 
worker woulc be examined by the Medical Departm~nt yearly and counseled 
periodically by the pre-retirement boarc directly or indireotly during the 
... 
five to ten years prior to an established chronological age. The panel 
could then be in a position to assist those who should be r~tired because 
there would be a medical and work history well in advance. 
The writer does not believe the suggested programs impossible since 
selection and preparation are funrtions of retirement. Workers would not 
be on trial because through counseling and medical examinations, rnatV' 
individuals would actually be helped mentally and physi~ally thereby 
prolonging their productive years. 
The writer does not wish to imply that all individuals approaohing 
retirement are .. ladjusted nor does he wish to give the impression that 
pre-retirement programs are the "cure all solution" to our aging population, 
but it is a step in the right direction. Regardless of what specific age 
indiyiduals retire, the majority w11l need assistance in the transition 
from work to retirement. 
Finally when th~ time for retirement does arrive, the worker would be 
in the right frame of mind for retirement, psychologioally and physically. 
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It waf found that the present pr~-retlrement programs studied are 
effective in eliminating the fears and anxietips associated with r~tire­
ment, and they should be extended to other eompanies. 
The writer suggests further stUdies b,y eompanies planning pre-retire-
m~nt programs to determine the following. 
1. What older people need? 
2. What are the attitudes of the older worker to retirement? 
3. What the older person wants? 
4. What is the best chronologioal age tor retirement? 
5. Is the present pension plan adequate? 
APPEIDII I 
February 3, 1956 
TO THE PERSONNEL DIRECTORs 
I am a candidate for a laster'. Degree in Industrial Relations at 
Loyola Univeraity in Chicago. My tinal ourrioulum requirem~nt prior to 
graduation is the completion ot a thesis. 
I have chosen as a thesis topic, "Pre~tirement Programsn • In order 
to have a thesis that will be informative and accurate, I am required to 
conduct an impartial survey of 270 companies in the Chioago Metropolitan 
Area. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire whioh I trust you will read, complete, 
and return to ae at your earliest convenienoe. 
Upon oompletion of this thesis and the tabulation ot results, I will, 
upon request, be happy to turnish rou with a copy. 
Alao, it altV brochures or written _tarial are available, please forward 
to me and the postage will be reimbursed, it requested. 
Thank you in advance. 
Tbomas CastronO'9'o 
5171 West Bloomingdale Avenue 
Chicago 39, Illinois 
Sincerely yours 
thomas Castronovo 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 01 fRE-RETIREMENT PROORAMS 
1. Kind of retirement program 
Compulsory 
Voluntary 
Flpxible 
Other 
2. Doea four cOllpan)" have a pre-retirement program? 
J. When did your company's pre-retirement program begin? 
4. ~of pre-retirement program. 
(check method used) 
lea 
No 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Individual counseling 
Lecture. and discussioD 
EducationRl program using 
Audio-Visual aida 
(d) Other 
5. How soon before retire~ent does your co~pany approach an 
emplO1ee' 
6. Approximatel)" how much time does an emplo)"ee spend in 
consultations, discussions, etc. 
7. Do your employees participate on a voluntary basis? 
Ies 
I. 
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8. If yes, what percentage of el"1ployees in thE' retirement period 
-
-
Participate' I 
9. Remarks I (Use reverse side) 
.. 
* * 
.. 
* * * 
lame will not be used, if so desired. Yes __ 
lame ot Companr. ________________________ _ 
lame and title of person completing this questionnaire ________ _ 
APPENDU II 
fRE-RETIREMEIT PROGRAMS 
OF THE FOLLOWIBG COMPANIES a 
Swift and COIIpaD)" 
Illinois Bell Telephone Compa~ 
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swm ANNOUNCES A NEW PROORAI 
DESIGNED '1'0 HELP '!'HOSE WHO APfROACH 
.m GOLDEI mas 
"'1'0 know h.w to grow old 18 the masterwork of wisdOll, and one or ... 
Ilost difficult Ohapters in the great art or living." 
.l Swiss philosopher, Henri Frederiok Amiel, said that almost 100 years 
ago. today the problem or learaing how to grow old is even more 'cOmplicated 
b,y our modern pattern or retirement and the inoreasing life span. 
Switt & Oompany haa been aWare of the problems or retirement'and haa 
giveD them considerable attention the last several years. .l study of 1he 
industrial programs of other oompanies and research reperts .t universities 
and .ther organiutioDB led to the cODcluaion that some answers or our OWft 
were ft.eded. What were the retirement probles of Swift pensioners' !he 
on17 .. y to find out was to ask them. 
fbis ·led to a survey _de amoDg a representative group or Switt 
pensiours. Object. fo learn hew the cOilpaDy _y help employees ia their 
preparations for approaohing retirement. These old-timers were extremely 
cocperatiye ift discussil'lg their experiences. 
lost of the problems of these pensioners tall into five areas. 
BE.lLfHI It was discovered that a stege of illness can be a real 
problem in the lite ot a pensioner. If he has no hospitaliution or other 
insuraftce to help bill pay the bills, his iftcome really suffers. The survey 
showed that in sOlIe cases pensioners had been living for some time with a 
conditioft tbat m1ght have been corrected betore retire.nt, and berore the 
income of tlle fuUy had to be adjusted. Said more than ODt" of thcse 
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interviewed' "'It we had it to do over again we would bave gone into the 
hospital long ago and bad this condition corrected." 
LiISURI ACTIVITIES. The survey showed that pensioners usually ;estrict 
themselves to those things they did before they retired. Por the moat part 
pensioners who have jobs and hobbies and are .cti"e in ohurch and civio 
aotivities gener.lly made the better adjustment to retire.ent. 
BOUSIJO. The surny indio.ted that there's a great deal of satisfac-
tioD aDd a ',;-ery real sense of security in home ownership. '1'0 a somewhat 
lesser degree the same feeling was found among those who rented • home. 
This feeling of security grows OUt of the faet that living costs are more 
reasonable and controllable when there is home ownership. The equity in a 
home is like money in the bank to pensioners •••• n anchor to windW.rd. Alao, 
the aalntenance of the home is • source of activity for the pensioner. It 
is s1cn1f'icant that of those surnyed, 7'3 per cent owned their hOlUs fr.e 
of enOUllbranoes ••• which is the reason, undoubted~, such a large percentage 
of Swift pensioners "stay put'" after retirement. 
EMPLO!IEJ!. Employment ,i".s many individuals • sense of satisfaction 
in life. In addition ••• and probably tlore important ••• in some incae 
situatiOns, employment is neoessary to maintain desired living standards. 
FINANCIAL, Generally speaki., pensioners don't tailor down their 
budget to suit their retirement, inoome level until they ba"e to. !his 
causes an unnecessarily sudden and sOlletimes se .... re period of adjust.ent 
immediately after retire.ent. Another aspect of this problem is that some 
employees retire .with an inoo •• too low to perait thea to engage in 
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activities" which could help them make a sati8tactar,y adjus~ent to retire-
mt"nt. 
It was learned that 1l&D1 retirees bave no idea or what their penaioa 
and social security payments will be when they retire. Some retireee, in 
fact, were not even aware that retirement at 65 is cOJlpulsory. 
A1II08t all ot the problems encountered during the survey could ha .... 
been minimized, and perhap8 even eliminated, if they had been given enough 
thought and planning prior to retire.ent. 
The results of this sUrYey, coupled with the previous research, 
enabled Switt to come up with a retirement counseling and caamunication 
pr·ogram •. The plan hae met with enthusiastic approval everywhere. One 
supern.sor ea14, after hearing about it, "'or years I have been glad that 
I was a Swift employee J now I am proud to be." 
!he counseling program is a five-step affair. It requires that someone 
at each unit will be responsible for seeing to it that all employees are 
contaoted atsJK ~itic ~imes Pl'ior to retirement. 
step 1 - A letter at 20 - !he first of these contacts is a letter to 
the e.plOfte wh&n he re.ohes 20 years ot continuous service. This letter 
will inform him of his status under the company's retirement policies and 
encourage him to start plamdng tor the future. 
Step 2 - A visit at 60 - The second step is an interview when the 
employee reaches age sixty. 'lbe wite ot the employee will be welcomed at 
this interview. The eaplO1ee is encouraged to start specific planning 
for retirement. He is told the approximate amount ot his pension and 
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social securit.y; and the results of Swift's survey in order that he may 
understand the problems facing pensioners. 
Step 3 - A talk at 64 - The third step is another interview which is 
conducted a year betore the employee retires. His wife is welcomed to attend 
e this me~ing also. The discussion again covers such subjects as income, the 
need for Activity, the need to look carefullJ at c~anging location, proteotion 
of his health, and the need for good hard look st his tinancial status. He 
is encouraged to study his income and expen3e, and to J1easure his skills in 
case he plans to seek employment. 
Step 4 - Graduation - The tourth step consists ot all the aotivities 
incidental to the employee's actual retirement: Writing an application for 
pension, applying for social security, changing hospitalization, EBA and 
group insurance over to the new status, arranging for mailings, and so on. 
Step 5 - And then •••• ? - Is that all? Bo, the program does not end 
with an employee's retirement. The fifth step calls for a contact, by visit 
(when practical) or letter, with the veteran Swift employee a year after 
utirt"ment and each year thereafter. 
The whole purpose .f the program is to give Swift's retiring employees 
grfater opportunity for planning and accomplishing successful retirement: 
By giving him pertinent information when useful for planning. 
By counseling him through problem areas. (But only if he wants it.) 
By maintaining contact with retired employees in order that we may 
be of continued assistance in handling unforeseen problems arising 
after retirement. 
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In the .ords of the supervisor pr~vlously quoted, this plan provides 
that "the arm and hand of management that once held forth a pension and best 
,ishes for a happy retirem~nt has now b~en placed around the shoulder of the 
employee in genuine ooncern for his futur~ 80 long as he shall live." 
Program Objeotives 
ILLIBOIS BELL TELE;PHONE COMPANY 
fiRE -RETIREMENT PLANNING CONFERENCE 
The objeotives of the pre-retirement conference is to encourage employees 
to plan and prepare ahead for their retirement. W'ithout proper planning, th .. 
prospective retirees may develop fears of retirement and encounter serious 
problems of adjustment in making the transition from active work to leisure 
time. 
This conference brings the employees together to discuss mutual problems 
and plans for retirement years. Experienoe has shown that proper understanding 
and exohange of ideas oan be a great h .. lp to individuals in dispellinp any 
anxieties and ~n stimulating good attitudes and positive planning for later 
years. 
gonter,noe Leaders' and PartlciPMnts 
The one day conference is conducted on a departmental basis and is 
composed of twelve to fifteen e.ploy~es. A de~rtmental representative leads 
the oonference and is assisted h1 the Medioal Director and Secretary, 
Employees' Benf'lfit Committee. 
The program is designed for both men and women approximately fifty-five 
to sixty-five YE'ars ot age. WOllen may be included at an earlier age if there 
has been some expression of ~arly retirement. No distinction is made inn.gard 
to title or level. Whenever lien and women attend the same oonference, an 
effort is made to include two or more of the minority group. 
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General Subject. To Be Covered Dr DePArtmental Representative 
1. Review purpose of conferenoe. 
2. Caloulation of Bell System pensions. 
3. Sooial Seourity benefits. 
4. Death benefits, distress oases. 
5. Inoome taxes. 
6. Joint ownership and tenanoy. 
7. Unempleyment oompensation. 
8. Concession telephone service. 
9. Payroll deduotion. 
10. Use of ledioal Department faoilities. 
11. Direotory of retired employees. 
12. Polioy or automatic retirement at age sixty-five. 
13. Work after age sixty-rive. 
14. Finanoes in retirement. 
15. Employing departments responsibilities in connection with the 
welfare of pensioners. 
16. Retirement plans - what to do - where to live. Hobbies, community. 
17. Conclusions and summary. 
Gensral Subjects To Be Covered by Medical Directgr 
1. Data regarding the ag&d. 
2. Definitions of the aging process. 
3. Preparation for retirement. 
4. Mental h~alth after retirement. 
5. Work. 
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6. Periodioal examinations. 
7. Diet. 
8. Heart disease and blood vessel disease. 
9. Alcohol. 
10. Tobacco. 
11. Dermatalogieal conditions common to thE' ape group. 
12. Constipation. 
13. Answer and question period. 
Gtn~ral Sub,1ects To Be Covered By The §reretarI, EmplO1ees' Benefit Committee 
1. Planning for yaara after employment. 
2. Your company has done much planning for your future. 
3. Administration of the plan for employees' pensions, disability 
benefits and death benefits. 
4. Other aotivities of benefit department. 
5. Supplemental pensions and relief payments. 
6. Pension plan. 
7. Coverage of private retirement plans. 
8. Features which distinguish our plan from others. 
9. Pension Fund is Trustee~. 
10. Summary. 
Effect1vrness of the Program 
~·he group pre-retirement oonferences have been very effective in ~lari-
fying misunderstandings that have existed relative to retirement policies and 
income. Without this proper understanding, the prospective rf'tirees may have 
developed anxieties about retirement.. Conferees have shown a very favorable 
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response to-these meetings. They partioipate freely in disoussions Bnd ask 
many pertinent questions. They not only appreciate th~ information received 
but they feel that group discussions of retirem~nt problems are particularly 
valuable. Other noticeable benefits ot the program are improved employee 
morale, improved employer-employee relations and company loyalty among this 
group. 
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